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Final	concept	statement	
 

How can people perceive sound as a physical thing? 

I am creating data-objects for people to physically perceive, and evoke feelings of tactual 

familiarity and thoughts about tangible objects in the context of today's data-driven 

society.  

Visions of sound are a collection tangible objects that tell or highlight a fragment of a 

person’s life through sound data. The main focus of this project is to develop an 

interaction between the viewer and the object on an intimate level, and create a non- 

existent border that prevents us from comparing these people’s stories to our own. Ever 

wondered how people ‘see’ the way you sound like? In this project I attempt to visualize 

peoples voices using this premise. 

For my research, I shifted the context a bit, this time, I will be asking a diverse group of 

people both in New York and in my hometown, their view or stand point on the all lives 

matter/ all black lives matter topic.  

Through this project,	I want to use these sculptures to visually tell a story based on the 

sound waves generated from different people voicing their opinions on the all lives 

matter movement. I also want to bring attention to qualitative sets of Data, such as sound 

data, and show how it can be used as a tool to create conceptual work using technology as 

the medium within my own artistic practice.  

Data-related topics/themes are dense; this will hopefully enlighten or educate people on 

various data and maybe gain a fun new perspective on how data can be used. I envision 

the whole project to be presented in a traditional display setting that is used in galleries 

with text labeling providing information about the art pieces. 
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Concept Statement Draft 2 

 

How have humans been able to Physical visualize Qualitative Data like sound data? 

I am creating data-objects for people to physically perceive, and evoke feelings of tactual 

familiarity and thoughts about tangible objects in the context of today's data-driven 

society.  

Visions of sound are a collection tangible objects that tell or highlight a fragment of a 

person’s life through Sound Data. The main focus of this project is to develop an 

interaction between the viewer and the object on an intimate level, and create a non- 

existent border that prevents us from comparing these people’s stories to our own. Ever 

wondered how people ‘see’ the way you sound like? In this project I attempt to visualize 

peoples voices using this premise. 

For my research I will ask different people living in New York to have a conversation 

with me for the first time over the phone, not knowing who these people are or knowing 

how they look like, and tell me a little about themselves - to be specific, maybe their 

highlight of this year (2015) or rather their happiest moment they have experienced this 

year.  

Through this project, I also want to bring attention to qualitative sets of Data, such as 

Sound Data, and show how it can be used as a tool to create conceptual work using 

Technology as the medium within my own artistic practice.  

Data-related topics/themes are dense; this will hopefully enlighten or educate people on 

various data and maybe gain a fun new perspective on how data can be used. I envision 

the whole project to be presented in a traditional display setting that is used in galleries 

with text labeling providing information about the art pieces. 
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Concept Statement Draft I 

I am creating a wearable data-object/jewelry for anyone in New York to physically 

perceive, and evoke feelings of tactual familiarity and thoughts about wearable 

objects/jewelry in the context of today's data-driven society.  

Our world is being run on data and will continue to do so even with AI systems that 

might pop up in the future. Some people are probably unaware where the data is going, 

and what it will be used for. I decided to use certain data and possibly create a jewelry 

line or an object – something tactile that people can hold/wear and realize “ this is the 

amount of rainfalls that happened in south Africa in Z time, wow I had no idea it rains so 

much in south Africa” - all the info visually compressed into a bracelet or pendant. This 

allows some type of intimacy between the user and the object. For one, having it be a 

piece of jewelry that can be worn on them is very intimate, but the reaction I hope to get 

is the various interpretations from each user interacting with their piece and what they 

conclude from it. I imagine there will be users who might probably interpret it to be a 

jewelry line for the blind –e.g. if I use holes as a pinpoint for years and locations these 

rainfalls happened in South Africa on lets say, a bracelet. These types of interactions can 

be personal or among a group of people. Data-related topics/themes are dense; this will 

hopefully enlighten or educate people on various data and maybe gain a fun new 

perspective on how data can be used. I envision the whole project to be presented in a 

traditional display setting that are used in galleries with text labeling providing 

information about the piece before I then begin selling the pieces to the public.  
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Artist Statement 

I am interested in exploring sound and art as research, especially as a form of political 

and cultural analysis. This idea started with curiosity for 3D printing abstract forms that 

had an aspect of functionality, but after a few iterations, became more about pushing 

what 3D printing as a tech platform could do beyond just it’s printing capabilities. 

Visions of sound is the result of an enquiry into the transformation of sound to three-

dimensional form, specifically taking qualitative information and turning it into visible 

and tangible three-dimensional form, while exploring the possible connections between 

sound and shapes through the use of computation and 3D printing.  I decided to look at 

on-going concerns with topics within our community - The all lives matter movement - 

people’s reasoning behind their support of either the all lives matter movement or all 

black lives matter movement, is captured by video, then their sounds are converted to 

quantitative data that are then used in generating abstract sculptures which are then 

printed. This project investigates the fabric of sound and possibly language through 

various media such as video and interactive art. 

The concept of physically re-creating sound is thus stretched, expanded, and re-

contextualized, providing a flexible way to see and experience peoples stories through a 

work of art. – Inmi Lee 
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Final Research draft 

 
 
DESIGNING WITH QUALITATIVE DATA  

 

Data- acquired from the larger world. From our movement patterns, buying and 

spending habits, travel routines and even down to our sleeping patterns. Data is 

something collected and used to run our daily lives – good or bad. It comes from a 

network of cloud services, traffic sensors, weather sensors, social networks, public and 

personal cameras. It is real-time as well as historical. And it exists in volume. Massive 

volume.1 I will be looking at data, and how we can perceive it as a physical thing we can 

touch and hopefully, understand better.  

‘Big data’ is currently the terminology to refer to extremely large data sets that may be 

analyzed computationally to reveal patterns, trends, and associations, especially relating 

to human behavior and interactions.2  These data sets are currently used in several ways 

today, for various purposes:  

Consumerism – This is the most popular use of data today, those pop up ads you 

see on your screen from time to time trying to urge you to buy a certain product similar to 

the last one you recently bought – that is a result of data collection. This is used to 

understand the customer and their behaviors and preferences.  

Companies are keen to expand their traditional data sets with social media data, browser 

																																																								
1 Josie, King, "Big Data Top Trends in 2015 | Articles | Big Data," Big Data Top 
Trends in 2015	
2	‘Big	Data’	Dictionary	Definition.	
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logs as well as text analytics and sensor data to get a more complete picture of their 

customers.3  

 

Building better and smarter machines and devices – In the near future, AI systems 

might not be a thing of the past; everyday people are inventing new technologies that 

becoming more autonomous, being able to think freely – these inventors would not be 

able to do this without a steady collection of data. For example, big data tools are used to 

operate Google’s self-driving car. The Toyota Prius is fitted with cameras, GPS as well as 

powerful computers and sensors to safely drive on the road without the intervention of 

human beings. 4   

Enhance our personal performances - This is something that is also popular today. We 

can now benefit from the data generated from wearable devices such as smart watches or 

smart bracelets. For example: Jawbone - the armband collects data on our calorie 

consumption, activity levels, and our sleep patterns. While it gives individuals insights, In 

Jawbone’s case, the company collects 60 years worth of sleep data every night.5 

																																																								
3	Bernard, Marr, "Ways Big Data Is Used Today To Change Our World," N.p., 13	
4	Samuel, Gibbs, "Google's Self-driving Car: How Does It Work and When Can 
We Drive One?," The Gaurdian, N.p., 
5	"Jawbone Support - Understanding Data." Jawbone. N.p., n.d. Web.  
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Analyzing such volumes of data will bring entirely new insights that it can feed back to 

individual users. The other area where we benefit from big data analytics is finding love. 

Most online dating sites apply big data tools and algorithms to find us the most 

appropriate matches.  

Further medical research – Apple Health Research Kit was recently unveiled as a 

platform for collecting collaborative data for medical studies. Not only them, but the 

Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson's Research also unveiled a partnership with 

Intel to improve research and treatment for the people suffering brain diseases. Wearables 

are being used to gather real-time data from sufferers, which are then analyzed by 

medical experts. According to New York Times, the system gathers about 300 

observations per second from each patient.6 

Making transportation smart - A company called Snips is collecting huge amounts of 

urban data in order to improve infrastructure. They partnered with French national rail 

SNCF, to produce an app called Tranquilien to utilize location data from commuters' 

phones and smart watches to track which parts of the rail network were busy at which 

times. By combining big data with crowdsourcing, the information helps passengers to 

pick a train where they can find a seat during peak times, while the data can also be 

useful to other businesses when serving the needs of commuters. 

 

 

 

 

																																																																																																																																																																					
	
6	Libby, Plummer, "5 Cool Ways Connected Data Is Being Used," Wareable. Web	
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These few examples listed above are a small fraction of how data is being used today, but 

for myself, I find Artists/Designers who turn Data into artworks or art pieces, to be the 

most intriguing so far, and this is the region I wish to explore further. Perhaps in the near 

future, we will hear positions like data designer popping up drastically, if it hasn’t 

already.  Boston-based artist Nathalie Miebach falls into this category - She transforms 

weather data into complex sculptures and musical scores.  

Fig 1.1 

Her pieces simultaneously function as works of art, aural embodiments of data and instruments 

that illustrate environmental change. By utilizing artistic processes and everyday materials, 

Miebach questions and expands the boundaries of traditional science data visualization -- and 

provokes expectations of what visual vocabulary is considered to be in the domain of science and 

art.7 

 
																																																								
7 Beth, Giudicessi, "Grasping with the Eyes," Harvard Gazette, N.p., 5 	
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For this piece, she takes quantitative data and translates them into quantitative as well as 

3D sculpturing as the final output. Taking weather data, turning them into musical scores 

and 3D printing them with recycled materials. Looking at her work above Fig.1.1, its 

complex structure reminds me of a storm, maybe that is what her aim was, finding beauty 

in a storm. But what I find most captivating is how she then translates them into musical 

scores. It’s like a mix of science and music.  The mediums are also recycled materials. – 

wood, metal rods, reeds, paint, plastic etc.  After reviewing her work as a whole, I believe 

these could be better seen as separate integrations, rather than a whole piece. One hand 

you have the complex 3D Structure that leaves you wondering how she did it for a while, 

then the other, you pair that with the musical scores created from the weather data to 

listen to while viewing the work. After listening to it, I felt a slight disconnect- so to say 

that this music somehow represents science or the weather is a little disconnected. I was 

more focused on the artwork and its details and the data used than it musical translation. 

But overall, I find her work inspiring.  

There are a few artists that have created works using sound data – Artist Inmi Lee 

became fascinated with the question, what does the pure form of sound look like? For her 

piece, Mother, she attempted to answer this question. She claims, “It’s one thing to hear a 

sound— it goes into your ear and dissipates." Representations of sound, however, 

"Reveal certain relationships between sound and shape.” 8  

																																																								
8	"Art Made of Storms," Nathalie Miebach: Ted Talks, n.d. Web, 20 Nov. 2015.  
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Her work serves as both a reference and inspiration for my thesis concept- translating 

sound waves into tangible objects that represents an individual. At first glance, her work 

looks like 3D sculptures of bones from a pre-historic creature – yet it holds much more 

depth, especially in the process. She explores synesthetic connections between language 

and shapes through generative sculptures based on gestures that represent the 

participants’ interpretation of particular sounds. The gestures were captured using 

Microsoft’s Xbox Kinect, interpreted with open Frameworks and printed with rapid 

prototyping machine.Verbal descriptions of a set of unfamiliar sounds, as well as the 

hand gestures were used by participants to describe the sounds, the concept of translation 

is thus stretched, expanded, and re-contextualized, providing a flexible way to see and 

experience language through a work of art.   

Another piece is by a company called shapes in play and their work is called 

Soundplotter.
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Here they generate different styles of vases formed from an interpretation of a digital 

sound clip. Thirty seconds of silence generates a smooth, "normal" cup, while speech, 

sounds or music results in a wobbly shape based on the audio waveform. This is a simple 

and aesthetically pleasing concept. The individuality of each persons voice reflects in the 

vase even if reciting the same phrase. Creating an object that reflects an individual 

persons voice and the words they say sounds easy enough, but considering the elements 

in the sound waves they would have to choose in other to differentiate between people is 

what seems like the challenging part. I had the pleasure of reaching out to them recently 

to discuss their design process, which also sounded simple enough, but they had a rough 

time especially in prototyping their pieces, all in all, it seems the company want isn’t 

interested in selling vases - just exploring the concept.  

Another great reference I recently found was a project called Sound forms done 

by an artist called Katie Davis.  
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She also explores the possible connection between sound and form, in addition to also 

exploring 3D printing as another medium for her artistic practices.  According to her 

interview with a UK based research group article, her inspiration came from historic 

sources, especially around the 20th century. I find this interesting, though reading through 

the article, I’m still missing the connection between this and her artworks. Regardless, 

her design process is also similar to the other artists exploring 3D printing as their final 

output. She first takes the audio clip and puts it through an audio visualizer, then takes the 

visual “shape” of that and renders it in a 3D modeling software. She gives a surprisingly 

detailed step by step on how she created her art pieces, which I find very much helpful 

for future trial and errors.  

 

A project, now turned business done by a couple living in New York, Ashik and 

Mohan, takes sound visuals and turn them into art pieces that are hung in the home. They 

didn’t use 3D printing as their final output, but I found their works visually pleasing.  
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They care called Born of Sound and here, they started of with asking the simple question 

well, “what does sound look like?” from there was when they started exploring possible 

answers. Mohan’s background as a biomedical engineer helped with their attempts at 

applying different theories of motion in the environment to mechanical vibrations or 

sound through something they called “biomimicry” which is centralized on the scheme of 

nature’s codes applying to art, graphics, design and possibly architecture. Their images 

are very graphic, detailed and textured. If you look closer they seem to be like tiny specs 

of colored dust particles that almost look like they are alive, ready to move at any 

moment. It takes the anatomy of sound and turns it into three- dimensional artwork that 

you can almost listen to with your eyes. On their website you go through a step by step 

process in recording or uploading your sound, it could even just be a sound clip taken at a 

traffic light in Nyc, then later purchasing a visual of your sound which ranges in different 

sizes. 

There are also traditional painters like Italian painter Jacopo Pontormo who kept 

records of his daily life from January 1554 to October 1556 - this ‘self-tracking’, was a 
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more traditional way to collect raw data that turned into an artwork. In it, he documented 

the amount of food he ate, the weather, symptoms of illness, friends he visited, even his 

bowel movements. And Japanese conceptualist On Kawara produced his self-observation 

series, I Got Up, I Went, and I Met,  

 

 

Here, he also records the patterns of his day 9 - They are like a compilation of diaries, not 

necessarily intimate. I had the pleasure of viewing this at the Guggenheim recently. 

On the one hand, these data art pieces may just be a link in a chain of artists who 

record and display their personal movements, some of which will be displayed at the 

world’s leading museums decades from now. On the other, these data art pieces may have 

been a way of self-expression—like a digital fingerprint that says a lot more about a 

person than he or she would know.   

 

For my thesis project I am interested in exploring sound as art, especially as a 

form of data analysis. Using technology, I will deconstruct and reconstruct sound by 

																																																								
9	Roberta, Smith, "A Life Captivated by the Wonder of Time," The New York 
Times, The New York Times 
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studying sound waves visually and physically. I will be focusing on the interaction 

between the viewers and the object – the immediate reaction the object might evoke in 

people – that is some thing I would consider as part of my success with this project.  For 

my design process, I will start by recording and saving each conversation as mp3 files 

and put them through a program called sonic visualizer, where I convert the mp3’s into 

sound waves- creating patterns, color, texture and based on the audio, afterwards, I edit 

their aesthetic qualities in illustrator. From there, I will then extrude each image in a 3D 

environment, also making aesthetic decisions such as how detailed or huge I want the 

object to look as the final design process; before finally being 3D printed or laser cut in 

different materials such as filament, metal, nylon, wood. etc. Then finally, I would like to 

have about 8-10 pieces in total for display, similar to a traditional museum display setting 

along with text quoted with people’s highlights of the year. The experience will be from 

the first time you encounter the object, the time you realize it’s meaning, and the 

interaction afterwards. I want to keep the explanation short, by using the quotes so as to 

leave room for interpretation by the viewer and not only going on the way myself as an 

artist, would like the viewers to experience it.  
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Research draft 1 

DESIGNING WITH DATA  

 

Data- acquired from the larger world. From our movement patterns, 

buying and spending habits, travel routines and even down to our sleeping 

patterns. Data is something collected and used to run our daily lives – good or 

bad. It comes from a network of cloud services, traffic sensors, weather sensors, 

social networks, public and personal cameras. It is real-time as well as historical. 

And it exists in volume. Massive volume.10 I will be looking at Data, and how we 

can perceive it as a physical thing we can touch and hopefully, understand better.  

‘Big Data’ is currently the terminology to refer to extremely large data sets 

that may be analyzed computationally to reveal patterns, trends, and 

associations, especially relating to human behavior and interactions.11  These data 

sets are currently used in several ways today, for various purposes: 

Consumerism – This is the most popular use of Data today, those pop up ads 

you see on your screen from time to time trying to urge you to buy a certain 

product similar to the last one you recently bought – that is a result of Data 

collection. This is used to understand the customer and their behaviors and 

preferences.  

Companies are keen to expand their traditional data sets with social media data, 

browser logs as well as text analytics and sensor data to get a more complete picture of 

																																																								
10 Josie, King, "Big Data Top Trends in 2015 | Articles | Big Data," Big Data Top 
Trends in 2015	
11	‘Big	Data’	Dictionary	Definition.	
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their customers.12  

 

Building better and smarter Machines and Devices – In the near future, 

AI systems might not be a thing of the past; everyday people are inventing new 

technologies that becoming more autonomous, being able to think freely – these 

inventors would not be able to do this without a steady collection of Data. For 

example, big data tools are used to operate Google’s self-driving car. The Toyota 

Prius is fitted with cameras, GPS as well as powerful computers and sensors to 

safely drive on the road without the intervention of human beings. 13  Enhance 

our Personal Performances - This is something that is also popular today. 

We can now benefit from the data generated from wearable devices such as smart 

watches or smart bracelets. For example: Jawbone - the armband collects data on 

our calorie consumption, activity levels, and our sleep patterns. While it gives 

individuals insights, In Jawbone’s case, the company collects 60 years worth of 

sleep data every night.14 Analyzing such volumes of data will bring entirely new 

insights that it can feed back to individual users. The other area where we benefit 

from big data analytics is finding love. Most online dating sites apply big data 

tools and algorithms to find us the most appropriate matches.  

These few examples listed above are a small fraction of how Data is being 

used today, but for myself, I find Artists/Designers who turn Data into Artworks 

or Art pieces, to be the most intriguing so far, and this is the region I wish to 
																																																								
12	Bernard, Marr, "Ways Big Data Is Used Today To Change Our World," N.p., 13	
13	Samuel, Gibbs, "Google's Self-driving Car: How Does It Work and When Can 
We Drive One?," The Gaurdian, N.p., 
14	"Jawbone Support - Understanding Data." Jawbone. N.p., n.d. Web.  
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explore further. Perhaps in the near future, we will hear positions like Data 

Designer popping up drastically, if it hasn’t already.  Boston-based artist Nathalie 

Miebach falls into this category - She transforms weather data into complex 

sculptures and musical scores.  

 

 Fig 1.1 

Her pieces simultaneously function as works of art, aural embodiments of data and 

instruments that illustrate environmental change. By utilizing artistic processes and 

everyday materials, Miebach questions and expands the boundaries of traditional 

science data visualization -- and provokes expectations of what visual vocabulary is 

considered to be in the domain of science and art.15 

Another work I find intriguing is a series called Moodjam, An artist named 

Frick took thousands of Italian laminate countertop samples from a recycling 

																																																								
15 Beth, Giudicessi, "Grasping with the Eyes," Harvard Gazette, N.p., 5 	
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center and created a series of canvases and billboard-sized murals based on her 

temperament.  

 

Fig 1.2 

She manually tracked her feelings, using the online diary Moodjam, which allows users 

to express their emotions in color patterns. The smaller Moodjam pieces capture only a 

day’s worth of data, Frick’s ups and downs over a 24-hour period. Larger ones reflect 

weeks of journal keeping and internal swings. Frick is adamant that her work is about 

more than simply visualizing information—which serves as a metaphor for human 

experience, and thus belongs firmly in the art world.16 

 

																																																								
16		
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There are tools today that make self-tracking more efficient than ever, and 

todays ‘data artists’ use that to their benefit, but in terms of self-tracking, 

traditional painters like Italian painter Jacopo Pontormo who kept records of his 

daily life from January 1554 to October 1556. In it, he documented the amount of 

food he ate, the weather, symptoms of illness, friends he visited, even his bowel 

movements. And Japanese conceptualist On Kawara produced his self-

observation series, I Got Up, I Went, and I Met, in which he also records the 

patterns of his day 17 - I had the pleasure of viewing this at the Guggenheim 

recently. 

On the one hand, these data art pieces may just be a link in a chain of 

artists who record and display their personal movements, some of which will be 

displayed at the world’s leading museums decades from now. On the other, these 

data art pieces may have been a way of self-expression—like a digital fingerprint 

that says a lot more about a person than he or she would know.   

 

For my Thesis project, I would be focusing on the interaction between the viewers 

and the object – the immediate reaction the object might evoke in people – that is 

some thing I would consider as part of my success with this project. The form in 

which the Data will be take, will portray the theme I want to explore – The last 

moments spent loved ones, using Sound Data. I continue to do research on 

precedents exploring this theme as well as approaches and materials.  

																																																								
17	Roberta, Smith, "A Life Captivated by the Wonder of Time," The New York 
Times, The New York Times 
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User-testing 1 

	

1) What are you prototyping with this iteration? (concept, look and 
feel, user/audience experience, implementation/production, a certain 
piece of your concept, what?). Be very specific about what and why you 
are expecting to get out of showing your prototype. 
 
My first Prototype is visualizing sound data – I am using a friends voice sample and 
creating visuals. The concept is to then turn this into something physical, a personal item, 
because i plan on using voice samples of loved ones that have passed away to create 
inmate object/ jewelry pieces. 
 
I am doing this research question because I want to create an artistic statement through 
data collection. I want to show people other ways data can be used today because our 
world is currently being run on our personal data, some people find this disturbing, while 
others don’t mind as long it makes their life easier in the long run. As an artist I want to 
show the beauty hidden within our personal data sets.  
 
2) What open issues or questions are you hoping to address through 
this prototype? 
 
The next step - how could I turn these pieces into tangible objects?  
Will every line, pattern, design have a meaning or emphasis? 
 
 
3) Testing Method: What is your tool of choice to get feedback? Why 
did you choose it? Briefly describe your tool. 
 
The reactions i get from people viewing the work. Ideally if i had a physical object, it 
would be recording people’s interaction with the piece with a camera. 
 
 
4) Objectively describe the actions you took to implement your 
usability experiment/research. Be specific about how you will set up 
your prototype how you will monitor and/or engage in getting feedback, 
and how you will conclude your session with your participants. 
 
I will be asking questions and note taking since my first prototype will be screen based. I 
will be asking the views their thoughts on what I have so far. 

1) How many respondents/participants/users?  
 
During the crit, I had four participants.  
 
6) When and where did the experiment take place? 
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The critique took place in and outside the classroom. 
 
7) Who were the participant (use specific demographics you know about your user). 
 
They were 2 females, and two males, between the ages of 24-28. 
 
8) List five things that were confirmed about your project. 
  
Interesting topic  
What role did I play in this project? 
Which stories would I be telling? 
How would I be presenting this as a finished piece? 
Very intimate project  
 

9) List five problems or concerns that were raised about your project. 
 
The idea of portraying dead people as objects 
What type of materials would I be using? 
Time  
Why this project is important to me 
How could I make this more about the people’s stories? 
 
10) Were the results of your test surprising? Confirming? 
 
They were mostly surprising feedback, I asked people who they would feel about having 
their loved ones who had passed away as sounds within an object. Some found it a bit 
eerie, while others gave me positive feedback and told be to pursue the project. 
 
11) Did your test answer the questions you had about the iteration?  
 
Well somewhat. I was concerned about the execution. 
 
12) What new questions arose? 
 
“what role do you play in this project”? 
 
 
13) How did the results of your usability experiment/research impact your 
current thesis concept?  
 
 Research was a big help in terms of finding out was people have done with data. It made 
me think “well how can sound be used in a different way’? 
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14) If your thesis concept has changed or, if 
elements of the concept have been refined, please describe the 
resulting new ideas. 
 
I have to be very specific on what I want my end goal to be; I don’t think I am there yet 
with really explaining my thesis concept.  
 
15) Are you satisfied with the technical and aesthetic quality (the craft) 
of your iteration?  
 
As far as the visual representation goes - yes, but I am struggling with the physical 
output.  
 
16) How would you improve it? 
 
Honestly more iterations and explanations behind each choosing.  
 
 
17) What questions need to be answered next?  
 
How can I be able to come up with a process to make my explanation better 
 
 

18) Are you on the right path or 
do you need to change direction, and if so, how will you do that? 

 

I would like to change my direction a bit, but I must first be sure I have exhausted my 
reasons for doing so. I feel I haven’t made enough progress with my current research.  
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WM6 Semester Evaluation + Next steps 
 

Reflection 

1. What are the specific questions you are attempting to answer in your prototypes and 
writing? 

How can people perceive sound as a physical thing? 

2. What the five strengths of your project? 
i. 3D fabrication 
ii. Using user driven data 
iii. Subject / Topic /Theme 
iv. Documentation 
v. The story  

3. What are the five most critical issues for your project? 
i. 3D fabrication 
ii. Materials for fabrication 
iii. Time 
iv. Proper documentation 
v. If theme is clear enough 
vi.  

4. What can you do to address these issues, and to solidify the strengths? 
i. Allocate proper time for each Design process 
ii. Research more materials for prototyping  
iii. Narrow down or be specific about the theme I wish to explore  

 

5. Can you intuitively ask some new questions? 
i. How can people tell stories through objects? 
ii. Is there a relationship between sound and form? 

6. What questions need to be answered in order to begin producing your project? 
i. What material is best for 3D printing details in solid objects 
ii. What aspect of my topic “All LIVES MATTER” im I trying to hone in 

on? 
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Schedule 

Create a detailed schedule for producing your project. Your schedule should assume your 
Thesis Project is in a solid “beta” / “fine cut” state by week 10 of Thesis Studio 2. 

 

• Dec - Early January - Research materials outside PLA suitable for prototyping, 
Learn how to refine 3D models & Begin to visualize & sketch how the pieces 
would ideally be presented as a whole. 

• Start of the semester - Set up & conduct more interviews with different groups of 
people. 

• Half way through the semester - Begin refining & prototyping sculptures. 
• Rest of the semester - Focus on the final prints and layout. (Before week 10, ideas 

are finalized an ready for final prototyping) 
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Mid-term	evaluation		

Reflection 

 

My Thesis project is about manipulating specific data into a tangible thing-  

Physical Visualizations of Data - Sound data to be specific.  The most obvious 

question you might ask is, well is this possible? I am basically going to be using 

sample pieces of recording from loved ones that have passed away and turn those 

conversations into something tangible, you can feel in your hands, if possible I 

would like to turn this into jewelry pieces that can be worn, making it more 

intimate. First prototype is visualizing how I want this object to look in my head, 

from there making digital prototypes. I feel this is where the aesthetic of the 

object plays a vital part in the whole project. This phase will let me know my 

strengths and weakness as an artist and if it is possible to design with sound data 

in a creative way.  

Strengths:  

Subject/Subject matter 

 Artistic statement 

 Process 

 Utilizing User-driven data 

Intimate/Interactive.  

Issues:  

Time management – Write down steps to arrive at the final product and try to 

accomplish them at certain times.  
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Materials – This depends on the aesthetic and subject matter. 

 Getting the idea across – This will be after several iterations; hopefully I will be 

able to get the idea across after doing several iterations.  

 Not satisfied with the outcome – As an artist, I want to be satisfied with the 

designs I come with, having about 5-6 iterations might help with this.  

 Simple Aesthetic – I do not want to end up with really simple designs that might 

portray numbers as different shapes, looking at previous data works might help 

with this.   

New Questions that may arise: Can this be a piece to portray the dead? Can 

this be made and bought on a website? What other data can I use incase this 

might not be enough?  

As I get further along iterations, new questions and answers will arise, so far I am 

happy with the direction I am going in, and hopefully new insights will arise 

along the way.  
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